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$ 299,900 3 Bedrooms . 2 Bathrooms . 1,800 Sqft

Looking for your chance to own a slice of country living in Ooltewah? T ired of believing you'd have to drive 30
minutes to get away from the crowd? T his is a unique opportunity to own a dream property that has it all; gently
sloping fields, peaceful surroundings, a custom-built one level home, a large flowing creek with a pond, and
stunning mountain views from the heavily wooded ridge nearby. T his dream spot is located just 4  minutes from
the highly popular Cambridge Square center, yet peace and quiet are the first words you think of when you arrive.
T he home was built as a copy of a century-old barn, but the details are superb. One level living and extra space
were the two options the owners wanted when they built this home. T hey built the walls thicker than average,
added better windows, thicker siding, and a commercial roof, so it would last for years. T heir goal was low-cost
comfort, so they also installed separate A/C units, then added two gas fireplaces too. T he interior is simple and
modern, easily maintained and nearly maintenance-free. T hey wanted to overlook a quiet valley filled with
nature, so they kept the wildflowers and planted fruit trees as well. T hey added several covered and open viewing
areas to take advantage of Nature's bounty. T he deck off the kitchen leads down to the unfinished basement,…
which is a perfect place for a shop or for storage. T he two covered areas adjoining the house were designed to
create open-air viewing of the land, while taking advantage of the cool breezes that constantly flow around this
property. Both of these spots could be screened in for further enjoyment, or completely enclosed to add nearly
1,300 more square feet onto the home! T he forest is filled with hardwoods, which has small roads and trails all
throughout the trees. Cross the bridge over the creek and you will enter a wonderful wildlife setting with deer and
other animals. Follow the trails up the slope of the ridge, and stop to enjoy the views as you climb higher. As you
near the crest, look back to see uninterrupted shots of the mountains far off in the East. T he ridge top is roughly
1200' in elevation. T here are many potential building spots both down the slope and all across the ridge top
itself, which has several acres of nice building locations. Use this property to secure your perfect retreat from the
world, or as a place to establish homes for family members in the future. Whichever way you decide to choose,
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